Introduction {#S0001}
============

The state of health and disease among organs and tissues is defined in the cellular level. The initiation and progression of the pathological conditions are characterized by alterations in the function of biological cells, most notably due to environmental incentives. Cancer is an example that alterations in the function of cells due to mutations in cell proteins and transitions such as epithelial--mesenchymal transition cause tumor initiation, and in later stages invasion to healthy tissues through intravasation and extravasation. The function and behaviors of cancerous cells continuously change to form a new stage of cancer. Such adaptation includes physical aspects of the cell body such as mechanical properties. To invade, cancer cells need to pass through the extracellular matrix (ECM) and endothelial junctions, enter blood vessels and travel to other tissues. This requires highly deformable cells with enhanced motility. Cancer cells are known to be softer and more deformable than normal cells, and they generate higher traction forces and stronger stress fibers that enhance motility.[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0003] Hence, alterations in mechanical properties of cancer cells are correlated with the biological and biochemical events in the cascade of cancer and can be used as biomarkers to distinguish cancer progress.[@CIT0004]--[@CIT0006]

Young's modulus of elasticity quantifies cell elasticity through the correlation between the applied force and deformation and its alterations can be used to describe the state of cell malignancy among cancer cells.[@CIT0006] This parameter can be estimated by nanoindentation techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) through the relationship between indentation force and the intended distance,[@CIT0007] application of aspiration pressure on the suspended cell body and evaluation of cell deformation in micropipette aspiration technique,[@CIT0008] or other techniques.

AFM technique has been widely used for quantifying topography of the surface and mechanical properties of materials, as well as biological samples.[@CIT0009]--[@CIT0011] A growing body of in vitro studies has mechanically characterized different cancer cell lines or cells extracted from cancerous tissues of different stages of several types of cancer.[@CIT0012] More recently, due to the advantage of AFM to probe very locally, mechanical characterization has been performed on sections of cancerous tissues obtained from patients to study cellular and non-cellular parts of cancerous tissue,[@CIT0013] indicating noticeable softening of cellular portions compared to normal tissues.[@CIT0014],[@CIT0015]

Using AFM, we previously characterized layered sections of breast cancer tissues and compared them to those of normal breast tissues and distinguished differences among elastic moduli between cellular and fibrous parts of diseased and normal tissues.[@CIT0004] Despite a range of studies on this issue, there is still a lack of investigation on comparison of mechanical properties of cellular and fibrous parts of tumorous tissues for different types of cancer and diseases. This is especially interesting when specific tissues with different known types of tumor generation are studied such as ovarian tissue. Ovarian cancer which initiates in the ovaries, fallopian tubes, and peritoneum causes higher mortality than any other cancer of the female reproductive system mainly due to the lack of effective early screening and diagnosis.[@CIT0016]

Alterations in mechanical properties of tissues during disease initiation and progression are mostly due to abnormal adjustments in ECM synthesis and structure,[@CIT0017],[@CIT0018] through irregular sedimentation of ECM, matrix crosslinking, or matrix degradation. Since ECM is synthesized and organized by cells, any pathological condition that affects cell behavior might influence ECM contents and structures.[@CIT0012],[@CIT0019],[@CIT0020] As an example, it has been shown that the ovarian tissue of patients with diseases such as polycystic ovary syndrome has higher shear modulus than healthy tissue measured by magnetic resonance elastography.[@CIT0021] While ECM fibers are synthesized by cells, cell behavior is mutually affected by the microenvironment due to external stimuli transferring physical signals to the cell body. In cancer progress, it has been shown that the adhesiveness of ovarian carcinoma cells directly depends on ECM components.[@CIT0022] In vitro studies have shown the influence of physical and structural properties of substrates on the behavior of seeded cells, as cells show better proliferation and differentiation behaviors by adapting physical properties of the substrate similar to those of ECM of the original tissue.[@CIT0023]--[@CIT0025] Hence, the cell--ECM interaction and dependency necessitate study of both cell and non-cellular parts of tissues in health and disease.

In addition to cancer, it has been reported that other diseases cause changes in physical properties of cells like asthma.[@CIT0026] Lung parenchymal diseases lead to chemically and physically different tissues with changes in matrix stiffness leading to the altered mechanical forces on cells, which in turn may cause cellular remodeling.[@CIT0027] While malignant lesions of some organs such as thyroid, breast, prostate, and bladder have a stiffer microenvironment, tissues of ovarian and kidney malignant lesions tend to be softer;[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029] however, all cancerous cells are reported to be softer compared to the normal ones.[@CIT0030],[@CIT0031] Benign tumors are reported to have an average stiffness between malignant and healthy lesions.[@CIT0032]

Ovarian tissue is a proper candidate for the study of changes in tissue and cell elasticity values related to the disease development since there are diverse types of ovarian tumors with possibly different mechanical properties depending on the disease character and progress. Hence, in this study, we examined the extent of changes on mechanical properties of cellular and non-cellular parts of diseased ovarian tissues with different types of tumors and cysts.

Depending on the cell type of origin, ovarian cystic neoplasms are grouped as epithelial tumors (mucinous and serous), germ cell tumors (mature teratoma and immature teratoma), sex cord-stromal tumors with lowest incidence, and other tumors.[@CIT0033] Among benign ovarian neoplasms, serous and mucinous cystadenomas and mature cystic teratoma are the most common.[@CIT0034],[@CIT0035]

Ovarian mucinous and serous cystadenoma are benign tumors with different gene expressions in adhesion molecules, matrix metalloproteinases, and tumor suppressor gene (p53).[@CIT0036],[@CIT0037] With progress along different pathways, serous cystadenoma is thought to arise from a cortical inclusion cyst, but ovarian mucinous tumors, which are bigger, arise from the surface epithelium of the ovary.[@CIT0038],[@CIT0039] Teratoma is referred to germ cell tumors that are composed of several different types of tissue derived from two or three embryonic layers and comprises approximately 20% of all ovarian neoplasms. The majority of these tumors are mature cystic teratomas or dermoid cysts composed of mature elements.[@CIT0040],[@CIT0041] Endometriosis is a common gynecologic disease, in which endometrial tissue composed of endometrial stroma or endometrial-type glandular epithelium is found outside the uterus. Based on clinical findings, uterosacral ligament and ovaries are the most frequent sites of this condition.

Numerous studies have focused on the identification of ovarian tumors and their diagnostic markers;[@CIT0042],[@CIT0043] however, mechanical properties of cellular and fibrous parts of ovarian cancerous tissues have not been considered as a possible assistive biomarker to distinguish between different types of tumors or between primary ovarian carcinoma and metastatic one. Disorders or variations in the microenvironment due to disease pathogenesis and progression can affect the content and organization of cell cytoskeleton and molecular organization, resulting in altered mechanical properties.[@CIT0018],[@CIT0044],[@CIT0045] Hence, nano-scale evaluation of mechanical characteristics of cellular and fibrous parts of cancerous tissues can indicate the biological state of the disease both in terms of cancer type and stage of progress.

In this study, the elastic modulus of various ovarian diseased tissues including three non-malignant tumors having different origins (mucinous cystadenoma, serous cystadenoma, and mature teratoma) and one non-tumorous (endometriosis) was evaluated using AFM. The mechanical characterization was carried out by evaluating Young's modulus of elasticity of both cellular and non-cellular parts of tissues to describe the extent of change in mechanical properties on tissues caused by the state of disease. Using K-means and fuzzy C-means algorithm, the data were categorized to "naturally" distinguish between cellular and fibrous parts of tissues, as previously we applied on the breast tissue.[@CIT0004] A deterministic approach to label data into cellular or ECM categories aside from AFM is not possible; hence, we implemented clustering algorithms to achieve unbiased categorization. Numerical calculations were compared with pathological examinations by histopathological staining method.

Materials and Methods {#S0002}
=====================

Examination of ovarian tissue elasticity was performed on four different ovarian-related diseases. For each disease, samples of ovarian tissues of patients in the age range of 40--50 years old were examined with informed consent with ethical approval. The left ovarian tissues of these patients were extracted by surgery due to complications and tissue samples were provided by continuous supervision of a pathologist. The elastic moduli of different locations of tissue sections were quantified by AFM. The coordinates of indented locations were recorded during experiments. By using a mathematical calculating method, elasticity histograms were obtained and data were clustered by K-means as well as Fuzzy C-means algorithms to distinguish between elastic moduli of cellular and non-cellular zones. Accordingly, the average values of elastic moduli of cellular part and ECM were calculated. Additionally, using histopathological staining on the indented tissue samples, different parts of samples were identified. Results were compared statistically to reveal the effects of tumor-related ovarian diseases on elastic moduli of different parts of ovarian tissue. [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} shows the experimental approach with a schematic representation, as well as the experimental approach for the treatment of a typical sample of mature teratoma.Figure 1A representation of experimental approach. (**A**) Schematic representation of the study. (**B**) AFM measurement of the mature teratoma ovarian tissue sample, the tissue was tested while adhered to a graded plate to identify the approximate location of AFM measurement with a specific dimension of (0.3 × 1 × 1.5 cm) in DMEM solution. (**C**) The obtained data of AFM measurements. AFM tip pushes down the tissue containing cells and ECM documenting the indentation depth (μm) versus force (nN) generated by pushing down the section. This result was used for obtaining elasticity according to the fundamental equations. (**D**) The image represents the sample which was prepared for histopathological staining after AFM indentation (top), and the histopathological stained section of mature teratoma (bottom).

Tissue Preparation {#S0002-S2001}
------------------

Samples of ovarian tissue were obtained during surgery of female subjects with different ovarian-related diseases with written informed consent of the patient, by supervision of an expert oncologist according to the procedure regarding experiments involved human subjects, approved by Ethical Committee, Cancer Research Center, Cancer Institute, Tehran University of Medical Sciences in accordance with Declaration of Helsinki,[@CIT0046] and published protocols.[@CIT0047],[@CIT0048] The biopsy specimens were investigated by an expert pathologist and smooth uniform samples with best features and no physical damage were chosen. For AFM tests, samples with 0.3 × 1 × 1.5 cm were carefully cut and the rest of the samples were used for pathological examinations. Test samples were examined by the pathologist and were categorized as endometriosis, mucinous cystadenoma, serous cystadenoma, and mature teratoma.

Samples were kept in DMEM solution at 4°C prior to the indentation tests which were being performed no longer than 6 hours after biopsy in order to prevent any tissue destruction.

AFM Experiment {#S0002-S2002}
--------------

To better locate the indentation sites for further analysis, in addition to AFM probe location, a graded transparent plate was placed under the petri dish containing samples that were pasted on them by a biocompatible glue, defining the initial location and direction of continuous indentation path.[@CIT0004] A Nanowizard3 atomic force microscope (JPK Instruments AG, Germany) was used in force spectroscopy mode while samples were kept in DMEM solution. Samples mounted on the stage were indented by CSC17/noAl cantilevers (MikroMasch, USA) with normal spring constant of 0.15 N/m. The cantilever spring constant was calculated with the thermal noise method.[@CIT0049]

There is a wide range of AFM cantilevers for probing, including those with spherical and sharp tips. While due to the larger contact area, spherical tips provide more accurate estimate of elastic moduli, sharp tips provide higher spatial resolution. Since our aim was to discriminate the cellular and non-cellular parts of the tissue, low contact area was a key factor in order to ideally indent either cellular or non-cellular part in a force cycle. The higher spatial resolution of sharp probes provides the opportunity to cluster data more accurately. Since our primary interest was to investigate the relative effects of different diseases on mechanical properties of the tissue, and not the absolute values of elastic moduli, sharp tips were utilized in this study.

AFM can measure the elastic modulus of underlying tissue by two means of applying a preset force or deformation at a defined speed onto a surface. To achieve an optimized resolution, we used the force mode with a predefined force of 1.5nN applied by the cantilever for one second after lowering to the contact point of the samples as the reference position. The cantilever was returned to the initial position and the force-displacement data were recorded in both directions. At least 20 locations in each sample were probed, among each, 30 points were indented in an area of 30×30 µm. The spatial position of each indentation site was carefully located for histopathological analysis of that site. Since to some extent, the AFM results depend on the parameter sets and experimental conditions,[@CIT0050],[@CIT0051] we used the same parameters and conditions for all experiments ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}). Setting these parameters and selecting a low speed of the probe for a better evaluation of elastic moduli,[@CIT0050] a reliable comparison of elasticity values among different parts of tissue was possible.Table 1Representing Different AFM Features and Preset Conditions for Analyzing Elasticity of Ovarian Samples with Different Pathological ConditionsParameters SetValuesApplied constant force1.5 nNCantilever speed1 (µm/s)Maximum indentation depth2 (µm)AFM tip contact time1 s

Evaluation of Young's Modulus {#S0002-S2003}
-----------------------------

The difference between the deflection of the cantilever's tip (d) and the position of piezoelectric crystals (Z) defines the depth of indentation (δ) as: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\delta = \left({d - {d_0}} \right) - \left({Z - {Z_0}} \right)$$
\end{document}$$

where d~0~ and Z~0~ correspondingly indicate cantilever deflection and the piezoelectric position when the tip contacts tissue surface.

Based on the spring constant of the cantilever, the tip deflection is related to the applied force. Hence, the force was applied during continuous recording of the tip deflection, and the Young's elastic modulus of the indented site of the tissue was calculated using the resultant force-displacement data and application of the Hertz model, modified by the shape of cantilever tip.[@CIT0014],[@CIT0052] $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Parameter α represents half value of the cone angle of the tip that was 20° in this study. Parameters δ and F, respectively, show the indentation depth and the applied force, respectively. Moreover, μ indicates the Poisson ratio of the indented tissue considered to be 0.5 due to the assumption of incompressibility of soft biological tissues.[@CIT0053] Substituting [Equation 1](#M0001) in [Equation 2](#M0002), a linear function is derived ([Equation 3](#M0003)) by which the slope of the line represents the Young's modulus of indented sites.[@CIT0054] $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The calculated values of Young's modulus are usually represented in histogram forms when the horizontal axis shows the calculated Young's moduli and the vertical axis indicates the frequency of occurrence (or relative frequency as the normalized value to the total frequency).[@CIT0055]

Clustering Algorithm {#S0002-S2004}
--------------------

The indented parts of ovarian tissues contained cellular, fibrous, and other structural features which could not be distinguished during nanoindentation. Hence, a wide range of values of elastic modulus was observed in the histogram. Since we hypothesized that elastic moduli of these parts were different for each specimen, we applied clustering algorithms to categorize data and naturally distinguish the number of clusters of data of elastic moduli. These clusters could be biologically meaningful such as cellular, fibrous, luminal ducts, etc. Hence, K-means clustering algorithm was used to classify experimental data into numbers of clusters to distinguish the elastic properties of different parts of tissue in such a way that there were maximum similarities between values of members of each cluster, while the differences between center of clusters were maximized.[@CIT0056] In other words, the measured data were divided into clusters such that the data within each cluster were as similar as possible, while the data in different clusters were as dissimilar as possible. Using this method, we avoided to predefine categories for elastic modulus of cellular and non-cellular parts of the diseased tissues and allowed an unbiased classification and examined whether these categories were biologically meaningful.

The result of clustering varies by change in the number of clusters; hence, a main challenge of clustering algorithm is that the number of clusters is rarely known. To overcome this problem, the K-means approach can be used accompanied by available methods to estimate the number of clusters such as statistical indexes, variance-based methods, information theory, and fit methods.[@CIT0057] A number of approaches utilize indexes comparing within-cluster distances with between-cluster distances to decide a criterion to select number of clusters,[@CIT0058] including elbow and silhouette methods. These two well-balanced methods have proved a good performance in experiments.[@CIT0059],[@CIT0060]

The elbow method evaluates the clustering algorithm with stepwise increase of number of clusters from 2 and calculates the average value of each cluster and the squared sum of the distances between centroid of the cluster, and within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS) according to the number of clusters. By increase of number of clusters, the WCSS value decreases markedly until reaching a plateau which defines the optimized value of number of clusters. In silhouette method, the difference between the within-cluster tightness and separation from the rest is calculated. The largest average of the difference, over different number of clusters, indicates the best number for clustering data.[@CIT0057] We used both methods through MATLAB to obtain the best number of clusters, and results were considered reliable if numbers of clusters using two methods were the same.

To compare different methods of clustering, fuzzy C-means clustering tool which was performed in our previous study for clustering elastic moduli of normal and carcinoma breast tissues was also performed.[@CIT0004]

Membership Grade {#S0002-S2005}
----------------

By determining the proper number of clusters using MATLAB Logic Toolbox, K-means clustering was used as a partitioning method. The function K-means divides data into k-limited clusters by returning the index of the cluster to which it allocates each observation. In comparison, the fuzzy C-means algorithm was also utilized to allocate data to clusters through calculation of membership grades which are numbers between \[0,1\]. After defining the number of clusters for samples of each ovarian disease, the cumulative center of the data in each cluster was calculated as the Young's modulus of samples assigned to that cluster.

Histopathologic Assessment {#S0002-S2006}
--------------------------

Samples were stained for pathological observation after mechanical characterization to compare the calculated elastic moduli with histological status of the indented sites. The samples underwent hematoxylin--eosin (H&E) staining according to the published protocols.[@CIT0061],[@CIT0062] The stained samples were investigated by the pathologist and the cellular and fibrous sites were distinguished and compared to those of indented sites.

Statistical Analysis {#S0002-S2007}
--------------------

Data were presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). At least ten samples were examined for each related ovarian tissue diseases. The number of measurements in each sample was at least 180 different points which were selected randomly. To compare elastic moduli of cellular and fibrous (ECM) locations among samples of different ovarian diseases, one-way ANOVA was performed for verification of statistical significance. Additionally, to compare samples of each disease, Bonferroni's multiple comparison test was performed. The P values for statistical significance were set to be less than 0.05.

Results {#S0003}
=======

According to the histopathological staining of biopsy samples, four different ovarian tissue-related diseases were recognized and examined. After indentation tests on different locations of samples of four ovarian diseases, elasticity histograms were plotted in logarithmic scale to better compare elastic moduli of different parts of heterogeneous tissues. [Figure 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} shows plots of elasticity histograms of all samples of ovarian-related diseases. Results indicated marked differences among the ranges of elastic moduli described by histograms among subjects with four ovarian-related diseases. For mature teratoma, the indented sites were in the elasticity range of up to 80 kPa, at least 4-folds more than those of other groups. For samples with serous cystadenoma, Young's modulus values were less than 12 kPa, having the lowest range of elastic moduli compared to studied diseases. These results indicate that mature teratoma elasticity profile has the highest heterogeneity and the stiffest microenvironment. By the opposite trend, serous samples were the softest samples among all groups. For samples with endometriosis and mucinous cystadenoma, the ranges of obtained elastic moduli were almost similar, up to 20 kPa. However, the relative frequency of occurrence among the range of obtained elasticity was noticeably different between them. The highest frequency of elastic modulus was for 1000 Pa data for endometriosis and mucinous cystadenoma, with 30% and 20% of occurrence, respectively. Although the histogram for serous cystadenoma peaked at 500 Pa with 30% of relative frequency, the figure for mature teratoma peaked in 2000 Pa with merely 13% of occurrence, which indicates the broad and diverse elasticity profiles due to this disease ([Figure 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). To better compare elastic properties of ovarian tissue among four diseased conditions, the average elastic modulus of samples, regardless of indentation locations, was measured and compared among four diseased groups ([Figure 2E](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 2Represents Young's modulus histogram of tissues of different ovarian diseases in logarithmic scale with a Gaussian distribution plot fitted on histograms. (**A**) Endometriosis, (**B**) mucinous cystadenoma, (**C**) serous cystadenoma, (**D**) mature teratoma, and (**E**) the average elastic moduli of ovarian tissues with four diseases. Measurements were carried out by atomic force microscopy in force spectroscopy mode at room temperature under physiological conditions. The significant differences in parameters of test groups were reported with the \* sign (\*\*\*\*p\<0.0001).

Considering both cellular and non-cellular parts, results of average values of elastic moduli indicated that by far the stiffest tissue was mature teratoma, with the average of 14 kPa, and the softest ones were serous tumors with the average elastic modulus of 1.6 kPa ([Figure 2E](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). The other values were 3.5 and 2.1 kPa for mucinous tumors and endometriosis, respectively ([Figure 2E](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). Although the statistical results illustrate no significant difference between the average elasticity of serous, mucinous, and endometriosis tissues, exception is samples of mature teratoma with elastic moduli stiffer than that of others (P\<0.05).

Since the elasticity histograms show variations with increased elastic modulus, the obtained data were clustered using K-means clustering algorithm. Using both elbow and silhouette methods, the optimized number of clusters was calculated and found to be three and four depending on disease conditions ([Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}) (data not shown for silhouette method). This indicates that the obtained data does not belong to a single group, and while for the broad range of obtained elasticity in mature teratoma this number is calculated four, the stiffness variation of endometriosis, serous, mucinous should be categorized in three different regions, all indicating different parts in a tissue with a specific disease. Considering pathological examinations, we defined them as, cellular, extracellular matrix soft region (ECMs) indicating a region with a few cells with unparallel fibers of ovarian tissue, and the rigid one (ECMr) indicating fibrous part of tissue with parallel collagen fibers, consistent to previous studies.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0013] For mature teratoma, another category was defined as the highly rigid extracellular matrix (ECMhr), indicating the highly rigid parts in the microenvironment of tissue which is not observed in other ovarian studied diseases, also proving that the microenvironment of mature teratoma tumors is by far stiffer than other quantified diseases ([Figure 2E](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). We further analyzed data and used fuzzy C-means to categorize data based on the obtained number of clusters and similar results were obtained for all clusters of data of cellular and non-cellular parts. The difference between C-means and K-means clustered data was obtained insignificant.Figure 3Obtaining number of clusters by elbow methods. Figure represents average within the cluster distance of elasticity profiles of indented tissues four ovarian diseases versus the clustering number. (**A**) Elbow method for endometriosis. (**B**) Elbow method for mucinous cystadenoma. (**C**) Elbow method for serous cystadenoma. (**D**) Elbow method for mature teratoma. Results were further verified by silhouette method.

According to the mathematical clustering calculation, the data which belong to the cellular parts of measured diseases were selected and plotted in a separate histogram. The elastic moduli of cells in measured tumors showed a Gaussian alternation with different peaks, depending on the disease condition. Previously published data have indicated the same order of magnitude for the elastic moduli of cells through nanoindentation.[@CIT0014],[@CIT0031] The K-means clustering centers showed 400, 1000, 1300, and 3700 Pa for cellular parts of serous, endometriosis, mucinous, and mature tumors, respectively, with the highest relative frequency in the cellular histogram parts ([Figure 4A](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}). The cellular part in serous cystadenoma was highly soft, with the average of 400 Pa, which was more than two and three folds softer than endometriosis and mucinous cystadenoma, respectively. The average elastic moduli of cellular parts were 1000 Pa for endometriosis and 1300 Pa for mucinous one; however, the cells in mature teratoma showed by far higher elasticity, with the average of 3700 Pa. An ANOVA statistical measurement indicated that the difference between cellular profiles in quantified diseases was statistically significant (P\<0.05), with the exception of difference between endometriosis and mucinous tumors ([Figure 5A](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 4Represents the cellular elasticity profiles of ovarian tissues of four different diseases measured by atomic force microscopy. (**A**) Endometriosis, (**B**) mucinous cystadenoma, (**C**) serous cystadenoma, (**D**) mature teratoma. K-means clustering was applied to categorize elasticity data. K-means clustering center 1 (kmeanC1) represents the clustering center of cellular region which significantly depends on the disease condition.

The data of elastic moduli were sorted in different partitions of cellular, soft ECM, rigid ECM, and highly rigid ECM. The extracellular matrix in mature teratoma is by far stiffer than other disorders, with elastic moduli of 17 kPa for the soft ECM components and 40 kPa and 66 kPa for rigid and highly rigid ones. Unlike the mature teratoma tissue, the average value for the softest quantified tissue, serous cystadenoma, is roughly 4 kPa for the soft ECM and 10 kPa for the rigid ECM components. For endometriosis and mucinous ovarian samples, the elastic modulus of ECM soft regions was approximately 6 kPa for both tissues. Endometriosis showed the second highest rigid ECM (ECMr) with the elastic modulus value of 18 kPa ([Figure 5B](#F0005){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). With combining the data of all ECM types (non-cellular parts), the average value for elastic moduli was measured 31 kPa, 8 kPa, 8 kPa, and 5 kPa for mature teratoma, endometriosis, mucinous, and serous ovarian tissues, respectively, with the significant differences between mature teratoma and other quantified diseases (P\<0.05) ([Figure 5D](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). Generally, there were unnoticeable differences in elastic moduli of both cellular and ECM components, when endometriosis tissues with mucinous tumors were compared (P\>0.05), while samples of two other diseases showed significant alternations in both parts ([Figure 5A](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}).

The histological images of sections of ovarian samples with four diseases are shown in [Figures 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"} All samples show a diverse range of objects specially among the non-cellular parts. This might be the cause for categorizing elastic moduli of ECM in two or three separate categories. The cellular parts include different cells such as epithelial cells and fibroblasts. The non-cellular parts include both fibrous (mostly collagenous) and non-fibrous zones, in which the latter includes a wide range of tissues such as endometrial and sebaceous glands, adipose tissue, vessel walls, mucinous layer, and keratin layer depending on the disease. Such variety of objects define a wide range of elastic moduli, with higher moduli than that of cell body, yet lower than that of fibrous ECM. Hence, the non-cellular part represents at least two distinct ranges of elastic moduli, most likely due to fibrous and non-fibrous structures.Figure 5Represents the average elastic moduli of cellular and ECM parts of quantified diseases. (**A**) Cellular and (**B--D**) extracellular matrix portions. Bonferroni's multiple comparison test was performed to compare data statistically. The significant differences in parameters of test groups were reported with the \*sign (\*p\<0.05, \*\*p\<0.01, and \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001).Figure 6Histopathological examination of ovarian tissues. (**A** and **B**) Microscopic examination of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained sections demonstrate endometriosis. (**A**) Microscopic low power examination (10×) reveals ovarian cyst lined by endometrial glands and decasualized stroma is evident. Hemosiderin laden macrophages and features of old hemorrhage are also seen. (**B**) High-power examination (40×) of the stromal cells shows abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm, distinct cell membrane, and round uniform nuclei consistent with progesterone hormonal effect on the underlying endometriosis. (**C** and **D**) Microscopic examination of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained sections demonstrate mucinous cystadenoma. (**C**) Microscopic low power examination (10×) shows ovarian tissue with cystic structure, fibrotic stroma and (**D**) microscopic high-power examination (40×) shows a flat mucinous epithelial lining, without significant atypia compatible with mucinous cystadenoma.

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

Cells set the function of tissues through multiple behaviors such as migration, proliferation, synthesis, and regulation of ECM by which the dynamic state of homeostasis is met. Mutually, chemical and physical environmental stimuli influence cells through ECM and further regulate cell behaviors. The interactive process of cell-ECM signaling defines and guides biological processes in tissue level such as morphogenesis, tissue remodeling, healing, and disease development. During initiation and progression of diseases, the properties of both cell and ECM including their physical properties change. Alterations in mechanical properties of both cell bodies and ECM are due to altered structural arrangement and/or content of fibrous components which remodel cell cytoskeleton and ECM synthesis and degradation. The extent of such alterations is such that, these changes have been proposed as biomarkers of diseases, most notably in cancer.[@CIT0063] It has been well established that cancer cells are softer than normal cells while the ECM of cancerous tissues is stiffer, and these alterations are intensified by increased invasion.[@CIT0002],[@CIT0064] Cancerous cells are highly deformable, especially during invasion, to penetrate tissue matrix and migrate to implement intravasation and extravasation by which they pass through endothelial junctions of vessel walls and reach the bloodstream and with the same pattern penetrate to a new tissue and metastasize.[@CIT0065] Cancer cells also affect ECM to facilitate their migration by degradation through secretion of abnormal MMPs and synthesis and rearrangement of a new fibrous structure.[@CIT0066] It seems that during initiation and progress of many pathological conditions, cellular and non-cellular parts of diseased tissues undergo remodeling which causes altered mechanical properties for new biological conditions.[@CIT0067] Here, we examined the differences among cellular and non-cellular parts of ovarian-related tumorigenic and non-tumorigenic diseases and found significant differences among elastic moduli of those parts.

Tissues related to four non-malignant ovarian diseases, mucinous cystadenoma, serous cystadenoma, and mature teratoma, as tumorous diseases, and endometriosis, as the non-tumorous disease, had different mechanical properties both in terms of cellular and non-cellular elastic moduli depending on the disease condition. On average, samples of mature teratoma showed the stiffest microenvironment and were approximately six times stiffer than samples of serous cystadenoma (the softest) in ECM region and nearly nine folds stiffer in cellular region ([Figure 5A](#F0005){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). Such quantities show the wide extent of variation in mechanical properties of biological tissues in different disease conditions, as cells comply to the pathological state by remodeling their behavior which affects their structures, most likely through their cytoskeleton, as well as ECM rearrangement.[@CIT0068]

It has been shown that some benign ovarian tumors of mucinous or serous origins can potentially be transformed to malignant state.[@CIT0069],[@CIT0070] A majority of low-grade invasive serous ovarian carcinomas coexist with ovarian tumors of micropapillary and typical types, which in turn usually coexist with serous borderline tumors.[@CIT0071],[@CIT0072] The overexpression and mutation of p53 marker, which is highly related to the carcinomas, were also detected in ovarian benign tumors.[@CIT0073],[@CIT0074] Furthermore, it has been suggested that the risk of several types of ovarian cancer increases among women with endometriosis.[@CIT0075] Moreover, although mature cystic teratoma hardly undergoes malignant transformation, the possibility of such incidence increases with age.[@CIT0076]--[@CIT0078] Overall, the close relations between ovarian benign lesions and carcinoma incidences highlight the importance of study of benign lesion microenvironment. Our results indicated that different ovarian benign lesions have undergone significant alterations according to their pathological states, with highest variations in their ECM elasticity most probably due to cell remodeling which affects ECM synthesis and regulation. Cells of these tissues also showed different elastic properties. The high heterogeneity among cell and ECM parts of samples with different disease states indicates the high impact of pathological conditions of microenvironment on tissue mechanical properties which can assist in the understanding of development of these conditions. It might seem at first that softer benign cells produce softer ECMs; however, there is no biological evidence for this. During cancer onset and development, cancer cells undergo softening with invasion degree, while ECM becomes stiffer.[@CIT0065] Here, although for samples with mature teratoma both cellular and non-cellular zones are significantly stiffer than those of other samples, there is no such trend when samples of other three benign conditions are compared. In other words, the trend of stiffening of cellular parts does not match the trends among ECMr and ECMs regions of samples of endometriosis, mucinous cystadenoma, and serous cystadenoma, and their properties depend on disease conditions. Each pathological state indicates a specific structural property of cells and ECM parts to meet the requirements of that disease. Hence, since ECM changes are due to cell behaviors, there is a correlation between cellular and ECM microenvironment elasticity; however, such correlation varies among different diseases and possibly among different stages of the disease. The cystic environments of the mucinous and serous are different which may affect both cellular and ECM microenvironments. The cyst of serous contains watery fluid or occasionally thin mucinous fluid compared to that of mucinous cystadenoma which is filled with thick mucoid material.[@CIT0079] In this regard, the physiological conditions of serous cyst, having unilocular lesions and homogenous microenvironment with a thin regular wall may influence alternation of elasticity histograms, leading to decreasing ranges of both cellular and ECM elasticity variations. However, mucinous cysts are multilocular cystic structures, with cytoplasm containing abundant mucin materials and fibro collagenous stroma with variable cellularity. These futures lead to having both stiffer cells and ECM in mucinous tumors compared to the serous one ([Figure 5A](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}).[@CIT0080],[@CIT0081]

Our results indicated a wide range of elastic moduli among samples of ovarian tissues shown in the elasticity histograms ([Figure 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}). Such range of data defined elastic properties of both cellular and non-cellular regions. Since non-cellular regions are stiffer in nature than the cellular parts, we intended to divide data into categories to distinguish between cellular and non-cellular parts. This allows to obtain average values of elastic moduli of different regions and compare those among samples of several diseases. AFM technique is able to probe very locally; however, the histological evaluation is not feasible during indentation such that there is no sufficient resolution to distinguish between the individual tissue components.[@CIT0065],[@CIT0082] Hence, we used clustering algorithms that "naturally" categorize data into a suitable number of categories with the highest similarity among data of each group and the least similarity between groups without subjective intervention. The coordination of measurements during AFM for elasticity quantification was also used to investigate the nature of probed local tissue by H&E staining of examined sections ([Figures 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). Previously we used Fuzzy C-means method to distinguish between elastic moduli of cellular and non-cellular zones among samples of normal and cancerous breast tissues and found that the cellular parts of cancerous tissues were significantly softer than those of healthy tissues.[@CIT0004] We distinguished three categories to cluster data of breast tissues. We named them as cellular region, intermediate region containing less dense ECM fibers together with ducts and lumens, and fibrous ECM region. In this study, we used two methods of K-means and fuzzy C-means in parallel with similar results in indentation data clustering, demonstrating the high similarity of these two clustering methods in our study. Similarly, here we distinguished three regions among samples of three diseases and named them as cellular part, ECM soft region (ECMs), and ECM rigid one (ECMr). For the tumorous mature teratoma samples, the non-cellular part was categorized with one more region of extra stiff fibrous zone. Similar to our previous work, variations among less fibrous part of ECM were lower compared to the denser and more fibrous parts ([Figure 5B](#F0005){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). When the non-cellular parts among study groups were averaged ([Figure 5D](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}), data revealed that on average, the non-cellular parts of samples of different diseases were 7 to 10 times stiffer than the cellular part ([Figure 5A](#F0005){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}).

Teratomas may include not only the rudiments of a variety of tissues but also organs and groups of organs. In mature teratomas, derivatives of germ layers can differentiate up to very impressive and even artistic levels described as "fetus in the fetu", and mitotic activity in them is either absent or only slightly expressed.[@CIT0076] The most common ectodermal components in them include the skin epidermis, pilosebaceous structures, sweat glands, teeth, and neurological tissues. Mesoderm is most commonly represented by cartilage, bone, fat, and muscle (smooth and striated) tissue, and endoderm is represented by cysts lined with respiratory and intestinal epithelium, and sometimes parts of the pancreas and liver.[@CIT0083] In this trend, differentiation to different organs is the dominant feature of these tumors.[@CIT0079],[@CIT0084] Interestingly, it has been shown that the wide range of elasticity in these tissues can serve as a mechanical stimulation to induce differentiation potential in cells to the different target cells depending highly on the mechanical microenvironment.[@CIT0025],[@CIT0085],[@CIT0086] Our results also confirm this trend, as the range of elasticity histogram in mature teratoma samples was almost four times higher than those of other diseases and showed a marked mechanical heterogeneity through the tissue sections, in such that we defined three ECM related zones of different elastic moduli with natural clustering of data ([Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). Such broad range was also observed in cellular region among three pathological states, which is a confirmation in existence of different types of cells related to the disease condition ([Figure 4A](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 7Histopathological examination of ovarian tissues. (**A** and **B**) Microscopic examination of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained sections demonstrate serous cystadenoma. (**A**) Microscopic low power examination (10×) shows ovarian tissue with fibrotic stroma and multiple cystic structures. (**B**) Microscopic high-power examination (40×) depicts that the tissue sections were lined with flat or cuboidal ciliated epithelial cells without significant atypia compatible with serous cystadenoma. (**C** and **D**) Microscopic examination of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained sections demonstrate mature teratoma. (**C**) Microscopic low power examination (10×) reveals ovarian cyst with keratinizing squamous epithelial lining, normal skin appendices, and hair follicle consistent with mature teratoma. (**D**) High-power examination (40×) reveals a mature adipose tissue (at the bottom) and sebaceous gland (left of the figure) are seen.

Endometriosis is considered as a non-tumorous ovarian disorder and we studied samples of these tissues to compare with other ovarian tumor-based diseases. Similar to tumorous ovarian tissues, these samples also showed variations in mechanical properties among cellular and ECM portions and showed different mechanical properties from tumorous ovarian tissues, particularly, their cells were significantly stiffer than serous cystadenoma cells and softer than mature teratoma cells. Both serous cystadenoma and mature teratoma have markedly higher cancer incidences than mucinous cystadenoma. Almost 90% of ovarian cancers involve epithelial cells, among which serous carcinoma cases are the most abundant with 52% of cases and mucinous carcinoma the least common with only 6% of cases.[@CIT0087] The very soft nature of serous carcinoma cells might contribute to a majority of cancer-related events in ovarian tissue and can be considered for therapeutic actions.[@CIT0088]--[@CIT0090] The highly deformable cells can swiftly migrate through ECM, pass endothelial junctions, endure shearing forces of the blood flow, and settle in a new tissue. Accordingly, results indicated that serous carcinoma cells, with higher likelihood of becoming malignant, are significantly softer than cells of all other three ovarian diseases (P\<0.05) ([Figure 5A](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). The histological images of diseased tissues show a considerable level of fibroblasts which are also another source of cells in tissues that contribute to the elasticity of cellular part of samples. Interestingly, cancer onset and progress is accompanied by the cross-talks between cancerous epithelial cells and cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) which facilitate the process of detachment from tumor, ECM degradation, and further synthesis and migration.[@CIT0091]

It seems that among samples of ovarian tissues with four diseases, the fibrous parts of the ECM represent the higher range of elasticity (represented by ECMr in [Figure 5C](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}), while the non-fibrous parts characterize the softer elasticity range (described by ECMs in [Figure 5B](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). Samples of mature teratoma possess dense collagenous fibrous locations which are most likely related to the stiffest ECM part of samples (represented by ECMhr). While the non-fibrous part contains a variety of tissues among all samples of different diseases, the highly diverse range of objects in the samples of mature teratoma includes even more objects such as adipose tissue, sebaceous gland, hair follicle, keratin layer, vessel wall, fibrous stroma, and dense collagen fibers. This necessitates a higher number of categories of ECM elastic modulus compared to tissues of other three diseases. Hence, using a clustering algorithm, while ECM of other ovarian diseases was naturally categorized by two groups, the ECM of mature teratoma was characterized by three categories with distinct elastic moduli.

In conclusion, tissues which undergo pathological conditions experience variation of mechanical properties among cellular and non-cellular parts. For the ovarian tissue, samples of three tumor-based diseases and one non-tumorous disease revealed marked variations among all cellular and non-cellular parts including less dense and highly dense ECM portions. It was shown that different diseases have direct effects on changing cellular microenvironment and even on the cell mechanical properties, enhancing the symptoms. Furthermore, these results also represented the ability of AFM to reveal alterations in the tissue structural properties in pathological conditions. Aside from clustering algorithms to categorize tissue content, there are other AFM-based techniques for surveying tissues to distinguish structure and morphology of the indented location that might assist in the study of diseased tissues in future studies, such as force volume imaging which simultaneously provides both morphology and elasticity data.[@CIT0092] Such approach is rather time-consuming and might result in sample degradation in some cases. Furthermore, it is possible to combine both force spectroscopy and contact modes to probe the 3D morphology of indented material.[@CIT0011] This technique also is limited in application, since the contact mode requires separate set up with a soft probe that results in rescanning the samples. Another approach which has been used is conjugating the probe tip with specific biomarkers, for molecular recognition approach. Due to high diversity of tissue structure, this application might require different biomarkers including conjugated proteins to probe all cellular and non-cellular content. The possibility of recruiting these techniques after overcoming limitations remains an interesting field of future studies. Our results may be assistive in the study of physical microenvironment of cells during onset and progress of diseases and their correlation with biological events, of particular interest in cancer. Such variations may be quantified as biomarkers in disease initiation and progression and be used in diagnostic tools and treatment strategies.
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